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Abstract
This one page factsheet describes our scheme in the track
of image compression. We target at building an image
compression model that supports controlling the perceptual
quality of different regions. By generating image-adaptive
quality maps from a saliency detection network, we can
achieve better perceptual compression results at various image regions. Based on the network we used in CLIC2020
and CLIC2021, we add spatial feature transform (SFT) layers into the encoding and decoding transform networks, and
use spatial-weighted loss for optimization to construct a bitrate controllable model. Our full compression model supports both variable-rate and controllable compression at
different regions, while still delivering relatively high objective performance especially in terms of MS-SSIM.

model with controllable bit rates. Different from the architecture in [3], we abandon the SFT layers inserted into
hyper transform network, while still reach comparable performance with models trained for specific bit rate. Besides,
by using a controllable map, we can obtain the ability of bit
allocation in spatial dimension to some extent, which can
be helpful when taking consideration of region of interest.
Perceptual-friendly image compression model can be
built by applying perceptual loss and generative adversarial network (GAN) during training, such as the work of [2].
In our scheme, we adopt the similar strategy. We take the
weighted MSE loss for spatially image quality control, and
add the MS-SSIM loss to get sharper texture. The final loss
item for training can be formulated as below:
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1. Introduction
In this short paper, we briefly introduce our scheme optimized for perceptual quality in the track of image compression. Our backbone is almost the same with our previous submission in CLIC2020 [1], which is designed to
enhance the performance of network under the measure
of objective indicators. It contains a causal 3D context
model which leverages the dependencies along both spatial
and channel dimensions in latent features, wherein a more
accurate probability estimation model is achieved for entropy coding. We further replace the spatial-channel attention by group-separate attention module in our backbone,
to strengthen the transform network. Based on this main
network, we build a variable-rate image compression model
with the aid of SFT, which is motivated from Song et al. [3].
Similar to the way described in [3], we insert the SFT
layers into the autoencoder. The SFT layers take a quality map as the input, enabling convolutional networks to
be aware of the parameters of element-wise affine transformation. With the help of such conditional transformation
layers, the network achieves the property of controlling intermediate features within the encoding and decoding transform networks, which helps us build an image compression
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where R, dM S−SSIM , dLP IP S , dGAN represent estimated
bit rate and distortion metrics calculated by MS-SSIM,
LPIPS and discriminator respectively. Here, λi are pixelwise weight generated from quality map through a predefined mapping function, as described P
in [3]. The other
weights λM , λL , λG are proportional to λi .
Our model reaches control in bit-rate and region quality,
while still maintain relatively high objective performance.
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